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Nonlinear spectrum broadening cancellation by
sinusoidal phase modulation
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We propose and experimentally demonstrate a new
approach to dramatically reduce the spectral broadening
induced by self-phase modulation occurring in a Kerr
medium. By using a temporal sinusoidal phase modulation,
we efficiently cancel to a large extent the chirp induced by
the nonlinear effect. Experimental validation carried out in
a passive or amplifying fiber confirms the interest of the
technique for the mitigation of the spectral expansion of
long pulses. © 2017 Optical Society of America
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Whenever an optical signal experiences a temporal modulation
of its phase, its spectrum is changed [1]. Such a phase modulation can be externally applied to the signal by an electro-optic
modulator, for example, but it can also be the result of nonlinear optical effects such as the self-phase modulation
(SPM) of the signal pulse arising from propagation in a Kerr
medium such as an optical fiber [2,3]. SPM usually causes spectrum broadening of a short and intense optical pulse that is
accompanied by an oscillatory structure covering the entire
frequency range. This may highly impair the suitability of
the resulting signal for applications requiring a high spectral
resolution or chirp-free pulses. Therefore, the level of SPM
is a limiting factor in fiber amplification, which has to be controlled carefully [4]. Various strategies can be deployed to this
end. The most basic one consists of spectrally filtering the
broadened spectrum. However, this approach is power inefficient and may induce large distortions of the pulse temporal
profile. By stretching the pulses in time before amplification,
chirped pulse amplification (CPA) has been extremely successful in mitigating undesirable SPM [5]. By subsequent cancellation of the linearly time varying part of the SPM-induced
chirp, the pulse may also be temporally recompressed [6].
However, while the temporal intensity profile can be shortened
to approach the Fourier transform limit, no narrowing of the
expanded spectrum is attained with this method. Recent
approaches to improve the performance of short-pulse fiber
0146-9592/17/152902-04 Journal © 2017 Optical Society of America

amplifiers include the exploitation of the peculiar dynamics
of parabolic self-similar pulses [7], the use of pre-shaped input
pulses [8], and the compensation of nonlinear phase shifts with
third-order dispersion [9]. However, all of these techniques do
not preserve the pulse temporal duration.
In this contribution, we introduce a new method to mitigate
nonlinear impairments of optical pulses propagating through
fiber-optic systems. The proposed approach is based on the
simple observation that the chirp induced by SPM on a pulse
with a standard temporal intensity profile, such as a Gaussian or
sech2 shape, features a close-to-sinusoidal variation in the central pulse region. Hence, by applying to the pulse a sinusoidal
modulation of the temporal phase with appropriate amplitude
and frequency, we are able to reduce the nonlinear spectrum
broadening to a large degree and significantly enhance the spectral quality of the pulse, while its temporal duration remains
unaffected.
In order to illustrate our idea and provide some simple analytical design rules, we consider an initial chirp-free pulse with
a Gaussian temporal intensity profile: Gt  exp−t 2 ∕T 20 ,
where T 0 is the 1∕e intensity half-duration, propagating in a
purely nonlinear fiber of length L0 . As a result of SPM, the
pulse acquires a nonlinear phase shift ϕNL t, hence, an instantaneous frequency shift δωNL t that is proportional to the
opposite of the temporal gradient of the intensity profile
δωN L t  −d ϕN L ∕d t  −2BtGt∕T 20 . Here, B  γP 0 L is
the maximum phase shift that occurs at the pulse center
located at t  0 and is widely known as the B-integral [6],
P 0 is the peak pulse power, γ is the Kerr-nonlinearity coefficient
of the fiber, L  1 − exp−αL0 ∕α is the effective propagated
length, and α > 0< 0 is the fiber loss (gain) coefficient [3].
Figure 1 shows the pulse characterizations at the fiber output for
a B-integral accumulated in the fiber of B  5 rad. The induced
chirp δωNL has a non-monotonic temporal variation across the
pulse with two extrema around the pulse center [panel (a), red
curve]. The time separation between these extrema and the
corresponding
frequency
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ excursion can be computed by Δτ 
2 T 0 and Δω  B 2 exp−1∕2∕T 0 , respectively [3]. The
pulse spectrum has been significantly broadened over its initial
width by the SPM-generated frequency components and has
developed a multi-peak structure [panel (b)].
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Fig. 1. Numerically computed impact of phase correction on a
Gaussian pulse after undergoing SPM: (a) temporal intensity and chirp
profiles, and (b) spectral intensity profile on linear and logarithmic
scales at the entrance (black) and the exit of the fiber before (red)
and after (blue) phase compensation. The B-integral accumulated
by the pulse is B  5 rad. The corrective chirp δωc is plotted with
a green dotted line.

The observed time dependence of δωNL suggests that this
chirp can be offset by applying to the pulse a corrective sinusoidal temporal phase modulation, ϕc t  A cosωc t  φ0 ,
producing the chirp δωc  Aωc sinωc t  φ0 . Inspired by
a previous numerical work relating to the optimization of
the SPM-driven spectral compression process [10], we choose
the angular frequency, phase shift, pand
ﬃﬃﬃ amplitude of the
modulation as ωc  π∕Δτ  π∕ 2T 0 , φ0  π and
A  Δω∕ωc  2B exp−1∕2∕π, respectively. With this
parameter choice, the external phase modulation indeed compensates the nonlinear phase accumulated by the Gaussian
pulse to a large degree: the total chirp, δωc  δωNL , is now
cancelled almost completely over the central region of the pulse
[Fig. 1(a), blue curve]. This entails a significantly narrower
spectrum that is now close to its original width [Fig. 1(b1)].
Small pedestals are still present in the spectrum, but their intensity level is below 20 dB. A measure of how close a pulse is to
its Fourier transform limit is provided by the spectral Strehl
ratio, defined as the ratio of the maximum spectral brilliance
of the actual pulse to the brilliance obtained assuming a transform-limited pulse. While after nonlinear propagation in the
fiber, the maximum relative brilliance of the pulse spectrum
drops to 0.25, the application of the external phase modulation
re-establishes a Strehl ratio of 0.7.
We have also assessed the ability of our approach to counteract larger amounts of SPM. The results are summarized in
Fig. 2, highlighting the excellent mitigation of SPM provided
by the corrective phase modulation for values of the accumulated B-integral as high as 10 rad: the full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) of the spectrum remains constant, and
no spectral ripple develops. Further, the corrective approach
enables a reduction of the root-mean-square (rms) spectrum
broadening by a factor close to 4 relative to the case when
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Fig. 2. (a) Numerically computed evolution of the spectrum (logarithmic scale, 17 dB dynamics) of an initial Gaussian pulse after
undergoing SPM with the accumulated B-integral, before (subplot
1) and after (subplot 2) phase correction. (b)–(c) Evolutions of the
rms broadening factor and the Strehl ratio of the pulse at the exit
of the fiber. The results obtained without and with phase correction
are plotted with red and blue lines, respectively. The vertical dotted
line indicates the B-integral value used in Fig. 1.

no phase correction is used, and the Strehl ratio of the pulse
remains well above 0.5.
For our proof-of-concept, we used the all-fibered experimental setup depicted in Fig. 3, which relies exclusively on
commercially available components from the telecom industry.
An external cavity laser at 1550 nm delivers a continuous wave
which is intensity modulated by a lithium-niobate modulator

Fig. 3. Experimental setup. CW, continuous wave; IM, intensity
modulator; PM, phase modulator; EDFA, erbium-doped fiber amplifier; OVA, optical variable attenuator; HNLF, highly nonlinear fiber;
OSA, optical spectrum analyzer; ESO, electrical sampling oscilloscope;
WDM, wavelength multiplexer.
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with a bandwidth of 20 GHz. The electrical signal that drives
the modulator is produced by electrical filtering with a 5.4 GHz
low-pass filter of an on-off keyed signal from a 10 GHz pattern
generator. A 100 bit sequence with 1 one followed by 99 zeros
is chosen to reduce the pulse repetition rate to 100 MHz.
In our approach, in which we assume a purely nonlinear
propagation not liable to dispersion-induced distortions, the
disposition of the nonlinear element and the external phase
modulator does not impact the overall nonlinearity-mitigation
process. Therefore, the sinusoidal phase modulation can be
imparted as a pre-propagation compensation rather than a
post-propagation correction. It is noteworthy that, in this configuration, the process can be reinterpreted as spectral focusing
with the nonlinear phase accumulated by the pulse in propagation compensating an initial and opposite phase modulation
[11,12]. Besides, placing the phase modulator before the fiber
has the practical advantages of increasing the threshold of the
deleterious Brillouin backscattering and avoiding damages to
the optoelectronic component due to excessive optical power.
Our phase modulator is driven by a ωc  4 GHz electrical
clock synchronized with the first electrical signal and imprints
a sinusoidal phase with the appropriate phase offset φ0 and
amplitude A on the optical wave.
The resulting signal is amplified by an erbium-doped fiber
amplifier and propagated through a 500 m long section of
highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF) with the nonlinear coefficient
γ  10 W −1 · km−1 and linear attenuation α  0.7 dB∕km.
The group-velocity dispersion (GVD) of the fiber is normal
(D  −1 ps∕km∕nm) to inhibit any signal degradation that
may be caused by modulation instability. Two wavelength
multiplexers and a 1455 nm quasi-continuous laser with a
Watt-level power can turn the passive fiber into a Raman amplifier. We favored a counter-propagating pump configuration
to avoid the emergence of extreme fluctuations [13]. The optical signal is characterized in the time and frequency domains
with a 40 GHz electrical sampling oscilloscope and a highresolution (100 MHz) optical spectrum analyzer (APEX
2443B). The value of the accumulated B-integral is varied
by control of the peak pulse power at the fiber input with
an optical variable attenuator. We note that the finite extinction
ratio of the intensity modulator (23 dB) may cause a small
residual coherent background. For clarity of the figures, we
have numerically removed its signature, i.e., a coherent spectral
line at 1550 nm, from the spectral measurements.
The experimental results obtained for B  5 rad are plotted
in Fig. 4. The initial pulses are Gaussian-like in shape and have
FWHM duration of 120 ps. The temporal gradient of the pulse
intensity numerically extracted from the experimental data
[panel (a2)] shows that the SPM-induced chirp variation can
be well approximated by a sinusoidal function (green curve),
albeit featuring a small asymmetry. The pulse intensity profile
at the fiber output is fully identical to the input, confirming our
assumption that with the fiber and temporal pulse durations
being used, the propagation regime is purely nonlinear and
is not affected by chromatic dispersion. The initial spectrum
of the pulse has significantly broadened after propagation in
the HNLF, with a spectral width that has more than doubled
[see Fig. 4(b1)]. Note that the asymmetry in the intensity temporal gradient has been recast into a marked asymmetry of the
output spectrum. When the external sinusoidal phase modulation with the appropriate frequency amplitude and phase is
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Fig. 4. Experimentally measured temporal [subplot (a1)] and spectral [subplot (b)] intensity profiles of the input pulse (black), without
(red) and with (blue) phase modulation. Subplot (a2) shows the
opposite of the temporal intensity gradient of the input pulse (black)
compared with a sinusoidal fit (green). The accumulated B-integral is
B  5 rad.

switched on, the spectrum is mostly unperturbed by nonlinear
propagation. Some small degradation is visible in the output
spectrum when plotted on a logarithmic scale [Fig. 4(b2)].
It stems from imperfect phase compensation due to the asymmetry of the input pulse profile and its deviation from the
Gaussian shape used in the theoretical model.
Figure 5 summarizes the results obtained with and without
phase pre-compensation for different pulse powers injected into
the fiber up to B  5 rad. While in the absence of phase
correction we observe progressive expansion of the output spectrum from the fiber with increasing values of the accumulated
B-integral, accompanied by the development of ripple and
asymmetry, the use of a corrective phase modulation maintains
an output spectrum that is only marginally affected. The benefits afforded by the phase correction method are also apparent
in Figs. 5(b)–5(c), when comparing the evolution of the rms
spectral width and the maximum spectral brilliance of the
pulse with the accumulated B-integral between the two
configurations.
Lastly, we have assessed the effectiveness of the proposed
approach in the context of Raman amplification. The results
obtained with on/off gain of 9 dB, leading to a B-integral of
4.5 rad, are shown in Fig. 6. Once again, the external phase
modulation enables preservation of the spectral intensity profile
to a large extent, and yet the small side lobes present in the
output spectrum can be ascribed to the input temporal intensity profile.
In conclusion, we have proposed and experimentally demonstrated a new, effective method to mitigate the impact of
SPM on optical pulses of several tens of picosecond duration
propagating through a nonlinear medium. Imparting a sinusoidal phase modulation to the pulse in the time domain enables
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Fig. 5. (a) Experimentally measured evolution of the frequency
spectrum (logarithmic scale, 17 dB dynamics) with the accumulated
B-integral, without (subplot 1) and with (subplot 2) phase precompensation. (b)–(c) Evolutions of the rms broadening factor and
the brilliance increase of the pulse. The results obtained without
and with phase correction are plotted with red and blue lines,
respectively.
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we were only constrained by the maximum amplitude of phase
modulation that could be imparted by the modulator being
used (A  2.25 rad), but much stronger modulations are
currently feasible [1,14]. We have also numerically checked
that the proposed scheme is compatible with 40 GHz phase
modulators and can handle mitigation of pulses down to
15 ps duration.
We believe that the method demonstrated here will prove
useful for applications in the field of high-power pulse amplification, starting with pulses of several tens of picosecond
duration for which methods such as CPA are not practical
due to the difficulty of adequately stretching them through
a dispersive element. Temporal phase correction, in this case,
can be accomplished prior to amplification. Our scheme can
handle high pulse repetition rates. For pulse durations shorter
than tens of picoseconds, it will be possible to combine the
CPA method with our proposed technique into a hybrid
scheme. In the absence of CPA, the interplay between GVD
and SPM on pulse propagation in a normally dispersive fiber
may lead to more complex pulse dynamics resulting from the
development of a close-to-linear frequency chirp [15–17]. In
this case, the guidelines given in this Letter should be adjusted,
and the efficiency of the proposed approach will diminish, but
noticeable correction of nonlinear impairments will be still
possible. Ultimate performance of our phase-only pre-shaping
method may be reached with an electrical arbitrary waveform
generator, combined with a feedback loop and learning or
genetic algorithms.
Funding. Agence Nationale de la Recherche (ANR) (ANR11-LABX-01-01); Région Bourgogne-Franche-Comté (PARI
Photcom); Program FEDER-FSE Bourgogne 2014-2020;
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